Comparison of the cortical connections of areas 4 gamma and 4 delta in the cat cerebral cortex.
Area 4 of the cat cerebral cortex has been subdivided into several regions based on cytoarchitectonic studies: areas 4 gamma, 4 delta, 4sfu, and 4fu (Hassler and Muhs-Clement [1964] J. Hirnforsch. 6:377-420). In a previous study, we found separate representations of contralateral limb movements in areas 4 gamma and 4 delta (Ghosh [1997] J. Comp. Neurol. 380:191-214). To investigate the relationship between these representations, the ipsilateral cortical connections of area 4 gamma and 4 delta were compared by the use of the retrograde neural tracers. After intracortical microstimulation of area 4, tracer was injected into one or two of the following regions: the forelimb regions of the rostral and caudal subdivisions of areas 4 gamma and 4 delta (r4 gamma, r4 delta, c4 gamma, c4 delta, separated by the cruciate sulcus) and the hindlimb regions of c4 gamma and c4 delta. Retrogradely labeled neural profiles were counted in every fourth section of the coronal series and located in cytoarchitectonic areas of the ipsilateral cortex. We found topographically organized reciprocal connections between areas 4 gamma and 4 delta; these connections were part of a rich network of interconnections between the cytoarchitectonic subdivisions of area 4. The forelimb regions of c4 gamma and c4 delta, of r4 gamma and c4 delta, and of r4 gamma and r4 delta were interconnected. These findings support the location of a secondary motor area in 4 delta. No interconnections between the forelimb regions of r4 gamma and c4 gamma, and of r4 delta and c4 gamma, could be found. Area 6 (particularly area 6a gamma) was found to project strongly to the forelimb regions of r4 gamma and r4 delta and relatively weakly to the forelimb region of c4 delta. Retrogradely labeled neurons were also detected in areas 3a, 3b, 1, 2pri, 5, 7, and insula after tracer injections in area 4.